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General debate (continued) 103
Speeches by M'r. Belaande (Peru), ~r. Casey (Australia), Mr. Siles

r; Zuazo (Bolivia)' and Mr. Charlone (Urugu~y) , ,

. : , 1"nwdenu RI'. Leetel' B. PEARSON (Canada),

General ~ebate (contiliued) true that very serious difficulties may arise for many
countries-s-perhaps even for tnemajority-in' adopting

[Agenda item 8] , the generous attit~ije which. the Mexicanpropoaalil'\i
SPttECl-1ES 'BV MR. BELAUNDE (PERU), ¥R. CAsEvvites us to take. In any case the prineiple of respect fo(-J

(AUSTRALIA), MR. SILES ZUAZO (BOLIVIA) AND MR. the prisoners' wishes-has been eloquently formulateEl
CltARLONJi} (URU(;UAY) by a 'ower which represents-the feelings of the small

and medium-sized countries, whoserole Is to betdle
1. 'Mr. BELAUNDE (Peru) (tran$lated from Span-~pokesmenof impartial opinion throu'Wut the world.
ish) : The sixth session of the General Assembly of the In this spirit, may it not be.our duty to use our, imagi
United Nations refrained from discussing the s~bjectnationto find plans .whicb might improve the rvIexi€an (/
of Korea, in order that a political debate should not .proposal or replace it if it is found- impracticable? Tht
interfere with the course of the armistice negotiations, fate of the prisoners, by virtue of their supreme value
which Were to be based solely on humanitariat; p~in... as human beings. concerns not only the military author-
ciples, The lack of agreement among the representatives ities and the patties concerned but all mankind.
of the United Command in the armistice negotiations . N
has proved that other factors have influenced the situa- 3. The United ations, though it is hot a world State,
don, which we have been watching so anxiously.', like represents and 'personifies not only a high moral author-

. ity for the world but. also a high legal and political
all the 'peoples whose only concern and aim is peace. .authority. Exercising this- meral authority, the United
I do not wish to attempt to analyse those factors, Nations could declare that prisoners of war who' did
because it is not my delegation's purpose to aggravate not wish to be repatriated were under its protectien arid
.the difficulties, ,'()~~troduce a note of discouragement safeguard. Asa logical consequence, of .such a declara"
and disappointment Into this debate. What matters now· .. . . ~. d
is to make one more effort towards success in thear- tlo,,?-, an 1nter~.atlOnal cOmtnts.sl.on could-l ~appo~tite
, '. h . which would Include the parties, States @ lch had the
mistice negotiations or, if t at is not possible, to provide confidence of the Assembly and, as a guarantee of
'3, true pictul'e :of the facts of the $ituQtio'ti~ without .. I' 1 S . M b I

'
arty. ambiguity o.t a.by attempt at m.. isleaditt.g ptopag'.anda, greater impartia lty,neutta tates, not em ers of tIe

United Nations, which, by virtue of theireultnreaad
:It seemed tHat finalagreement had been reached, the their services to peace ana humanitarian causes, would
()nly(~ue~tioll.'outstanding 1:ieing that o~ the'prisoners. by their presence and co-operation lend weight. to 'Qu.r
'The serious problem which arose was that a, consider- bl dId")
able number of these did not wish to tet(dtn to the side no e un erta ng, " "
from which they had come, and this revealed a new and 4. Without making a formal and definite proposal" [
exceptional situation, to which it wou1a have been 'leave this point for the Assembly ,to ponder and act
wrong to apply the ordinary principles, ftit that would upon in due course. Such a commission, in its wisdom,
have imposed upon free human beings a fate which they might perhaps be able to find means of establishing these
rejected, for reasons or motives of which they alone prisoners in an apptopri~te zone underthe safeguard
could be the judges. The fundamental principle in this of rules based on the Charter and the Universal Decla-
matter must be respect for the human person and his ration of.Human Rights and .iltcol'Porat.lng at.I the 116-
'tight to free choice in the matter of his own destiny. levant provisions of 'the Geneva Convention of 1949.
:2. One great American country, Mexico, inspired by 5. We invite the representatives of the SovietUrii6n
these ideas and anxious to offer a practical solution, has to consider this or any other suggestions which may be
approached the Unified Command, stating that prisoners put forward witp open..mindedness, and thus give' real
are not.a collective mass to be disposed of arbitrarily, proof of their peaceful intentions.
and that countries which are prepared to do so should 6. The Peruvian delegation, interpreting a general de..
be given the opportunity to receive prisoners who do sire, presented to,the sixth session, of the General As... ·
not wish to return to their countries of origin. It is sembly a draft 'resolution which was adopted [resolu-
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(lo''59d~(VI)] by the considerable majority of 43 votes is this: can the veto have an extra..legal and an anti-to 8, with? abstentions, recoll1menditi~ that the Secur- legal nature? Was tll~t the veto we approved at San
itr.'Co.uncil sho1tld:consider the applications fot member~ Francisco? I maintain that the unanimity tqle' which
ship of ~the Organization individually, taking into ~C~ we accepted at San Francisco, as a compulsory conces-
count only the principles of Article 4 of the Charter and sion.to save the Charter, did not inVc~st the veto with
the evidence of their peace-loving nature and fulfiltrtent this privilege, this absolute and inconceivable right, to
of international obligations. .The Assembly, exercising violate or paralyse the Charter. The speeches made at
its legitimate prerogative, reminded the Security Coun- San Francisco by those who opposed the veto in the
cil that the admission of new Members was a very im- general-the very general-s-discujsions, turned the pro';
RPrtant f~'nction. It adopted t~e interpretation of. the posed liberum veto i~to the obligation to seek u~animity,
Charter given by the International Court of Justlce,l to find agreed solutions whereby the antagonisms re-
according to which a Member of the United Nations sulting from opposing points of view would be over-
cannot lawfully make its assent to the admission of new come. If solutions were not found after fhey had been
Members dependent upon conditions not expressly set sought in complete good faith, the proper course was
forth in Article 4, paragraph 1, of the Charter. It is to take note of the conflict between equally lawful 301-
clear that since the General Assembly adopted the re- tematives. I draw the Assembly's attention to this

• solution [296 (IV)] founded in' law on the advisory essential point. The disagreements made manifest by
opinion to which I have referred, Members of tile the rule of una.nimity of. the great Powers, and which
United Nations may not adduce politlcalreasons of a might rightfully paralyse a decision, must take the form
strictly internal character and purely subjective reasons of legitimate alternatives, none of which involved a
which contradict opinions they have ~hp.mselvesemitted violation of the Charter. Otherwise the Charter signed
concerning the conditions governing the admiseion of at San Francisco would have been an illogical and
new Members to the United Nations, , monstrous document, because it would have given a
7. We have never denied the Soviet' Union its right single ~o~er not only the right to. para~yse the will of
to analyse the objective qualities and study the inter- the maJority, but a]s? the more serious TIght comJ?le~ely
national behaviour of each candidate, and to base its to nulbfy the provisions of the Charter and turn It into
vote upon the security which the candidate country can a scrap of paper.
offer fo;"th~, f1Jlfilment of its obligations under the 10. It will be said that this conception of the lawful-
~a.rter. Objections by the USSR related to these ob- ness of the veto is incompatible with the very idea of
jeetive standards would.have to be respected. But that the veto. To be sure, it is incompatible with the idea
does not apply to.candidates such. as Italy, Portug~l, of the veto as developed by the USSR and with the
Ireland and certain other countries, for the Soviet use that Power wishes to make of the veto' but it is
Union has recognize~ them ~s peace-loving States ~nd incompatible neither with the letter of the Charter nor,
has not. co~tested their capacity or' fi~ess .for fulfilling ~bove all, with the background of the discussion on this
the .obbga~lOns of the Charter. Tht~ attItud.e of the important matter, nor, I might add-,and I shall prove
Soviet pnton ~herefore confronts us with a serious legal this. when the occasion a,rises-with the precedent es-
a!ld ~hdosopht;al problem, ~nd I ask the Assembly to tabhshed by the Assembly in approving the resolution
give Its attention to this difficult but most Important [377,CV)] entitled "Uniting for peace", which for all
matter. practical purposes precludes or annuls a veto intended
8.. In legal logic, any decision by a jud~\."a. member to paralyse t~e.supreme f~nction of th~ United Nations,
of a parliament or any other authority postulates a that of chastising aggression. A veto intended to para..
judgment, and the decision-an act of the wil1-should lyse the Assembly's es-sen;tial function of ad?1itting new
follow the judgment-an act of the intellect-as shadow Members may be set aside and annulled m the same
follows substance, as effect follows cause, or as matter way.
follows form. Once the judgment, t~e intell:c~ual pro- 11. I am well aware that the Charter can be modified
cess, has b~en, c?mpleted, the. ensumg decl'~t~n must only in accordance with the principles which the Char-
~onform to It t:.-?t1rely. To admit that the dect~lon, that ter itself has laid down. What is now needed is to pre-
~s to say, the wdl,~ay be separate from the Judgment vent an. unduly broad and wrongful interpretation of
IS to. grant to the will an extra;le~l va~ue, an-absolute the veto. We merely ask whether a use of the veto in
quality-e-to assume that the will IS entitled to operate flagrant violation of the Charter is admissible. That is
above and beyond the law. the question which the AS8~mbly has to decide. We have
? We h~!e a Charter and therefore a standa:d. :With- gi'~~n the Sec~rit.Y Council a final opportu.nity to app,ly
m tile spirit of the Charter and by the application of strictly the principles o,f the Charter wlt,hm the offiCial
this\~ standard, the Soviet Union has recognized that interpretation given by the Assembly on the basis of the
certain countries possess the qualifications for admission authorized opinion of the Court. In view of the rebel..
to the United Nations; but then, at the time of voting, lion of the USSR against this lawful interpretation
it invokes an arbitrary power, a power above and be.. given by the Assembly, that body has a perfect right
yond the Charter, and says: I have the power to annul to judge, appraise and examine the' voting in the Se"
by the veto the very rights which I have recognized. curity Council, and to consider whether or not there
We cannot accept this philo,sophical monstrosity, which has been the majority required for the function which
combines a flagrant violation of the Charter, disregard that organ has to fulfil in respect of the admission of
of the advisory opinion of the Court, and a refusal new Members.
to accept the interpretation of the Charter given by.an 12. It will he objected that the Assembly has no power
overwhelming majority of the Assembly. Our question to interpret "~he Charter. I should like to ask this ques-

1, S~e Admissio~ of a State to the UniMd NaMons (Charter, don: if the 4sstmbly has ~o po;ver to in~erpret the
ArtJcle 4), Ad~Jsory OpJnJon: 1. C. I •. Reports 1948, P. 64. Charter, what other method of Interpretation do we
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possess]. The Security Council is an organ intended to
perform specific tasks entrus~~d.tp it by' the signatories
to the Charter. Ate not all the signatories to the Char..
terrepresented in the Assembly, together with the coun
tries which have 'subsequently acceded to it? Thedilem
ma with which we are confronted is a very clear one:
either we forego any interpretation in the face of the
present difficulties, and announce that in certain cases
'the Charter cannot be applied, that the Charter is use
less, that the Charter is inoperative, thus paralysing
international-life in one o'f its most ir,:t~':'.'t:~ting aspects,
.namely, the achievement of the ideal-or universality;
.or we agree that there is a body which is able,' after
consulting the principal judicial organ of the United
.Nations, to interpret the Charter, and that this body
is the Assembly. The Assembly's renunciation .of any
right to interpret the Charter would constitute" the
capitis dimimttio ma,rima of thisvinstitution; decreed
by itself; it would be an inconceivable abdication, a
case of spontaneous amputation contrary to nature, an
admission of legal impotence contravening the letter
and the spirit of the Charter and' 'the dictates of the
conscience of· mankind. The Peruvian delegation re
serves the right to present in due course a proposal
to enable the Assembly to resolve this grave problem
which, is compromising our effectiveness and our pres
tige throughout the world.

13. By way of compensation for the tragedy of 'suf
fering and blood brought about by the war in Asia,
we have had an eloquent proof of deep human soli
darity. Not only through the shortening of distances
by technical means but also, and much more, through.
the intensity and universality of human feeling, the
distant war in Korea has had profound repercussions,
not only in Asia but also in the western countries and
here in America. There has been a general realization
'that we live in a single world in which good and evil
are not to be found in one area or in one form alone,
but are shared by the whole of humanity. This is a
psychological and moral factor of incalculable moment.
It was in that spirit that the United Nations voted
unanimously-for. one cannot take into account the
exception represented by the satellites of the Soviet
Union-for the condemnation of aggression, and have
repeatedly expressed their desire for a cessation of hos
tilities and peace. This unity has constituted an element
whose importance it will De possible to assess only in
better historical perspective. But as life' goes on, and
when events are complicated, such unity is relaxed and
jeopardised. It is not for me to investigate here the
circumstances conspiring against unity; I must point
out, however, that the effectiveness of the United Na
tlons in dealing with the problems before it and its
pr~stige', depend on the careful maintenance of this
unity, The Western Powers, the American peoples,
the nations of Asia, Africa and Oceania must march
together in agreement, because this agreernentis the
basis of our existence, indeed, of our salvation. I do
1J.ot believe that there are abysmal divergences or in..
soluble difficulties between the, Western Powers and
the peoples who have passed from colonial status to '
freedom with the help, approval and support of those
,very Powers.
14. We Latin-American nations are in a peculiar sit
uation. Vve are united with the Western Powers by
the- same' conception of life.• ,the same conception of
justice and the same unflinching attachment to liberty.

W~arft un!teu with the peoples of other continents by
the fraterntty which springs from the fa~t that we had
preceded. them o.n, the J?ath of independence" and ,by t4e
economic situappn, which calls for our further develop
ment and, for- the achievement of our independence and
full individuality in this field. We are thus in a good
position to act as a sort of livin~ link between the old
Europe, which is once more reviving and asserting it~
self, uniting and becoming an integral whole amid our
applause and our hopes, and the peoples who, like our
selves, are anxious to see the full accomplishment of
their destiny. We are confident that a united, Eu~"ope
will pursue its defensive policy as part of a wide and
generous international eo..operation; and we say to our
brothers in Asia, Africa and Oceania who nave fol
lowed us on the road to freedom that in the United
Nations and' in'a broad co-operation with us they have
full scope for achieving their aspirations and for making
possible a common understanding with the European
countries; and that any other policy would divert them
from what is clearly their destiny and would launch
them upon courses tha,t,- wO,Uld endanger not ,onlf their
economic resources But also their own politica inde
pendence.

15. Various delegations have eloquently presented
here the staggering figures, arrived at by authorized
technical commissions, depictin~ for us the poverty in
which the majority of the inhabitants ofthis planet live.
This accurate and impressive picture makes us think
of the immense riches expended or destroyed in the
two world wars and of those that have to be employed
in avoiding a third war. The calculations of eminent
economists have shown that the capital consumed in
the last wars would have been sufficient to transform
the economic face of the world. Today we are further
than ever from the economic interpretation of history,
which attributes the ,trl.lg:edy of war to ~ere economic.
or commercial Interests. Peace 'furthers not only the
moral interests of humanity but also its actual profit,
its actual material well-being. War has always had psy
chological causes. Man's greatness lies in culture, and
his supreme misfortune is the 'will to power, the over
mastering usurpation described in immortal terms by
St. Augustine in The City of God. This spirit of over
mastering usurpation has exploited the Infinite. capacity
of the masses for absorbing myths and for suffering op...
pression, '
16.. Peoples who are both the victims of illusion and
oppressed, have inevitable pursued the disastrous course
of endeavouring to impose their illusions and their
oppression to other peoples. That is th.e sad lessen of
history, The efforts of the creators of SCIence, who have
not only enabled us to control nature but have also
taught us the immense value of truth as against myth
and illusion, have been of no avail. The noble doctrines
of the founders of religions, all of whom have preached
the brotherhood of man, have been powerless. These
two bright aspects of human history have been over
shadowed, as by an ever-present menace, deepening and
spreading day by day, by the ~i11 to )?o~e~! The phi!os
ophy of culture leads us to a pessimistic conclusion;
and yet we ask: can we not hope that truth which': is
modest, verifiable, progressive and relative, which seeks
and comprehends the views of others and desires their ~

co-operation, wilt overcome the fitful, hallucinatory,
infectious gleam of myth and utopia? Can we not hope
that the sense of human brotherhood which must have
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llte 'confident that discussion. of the:Vitalissues before
Us will'W, conducted with fairness and dispatch.
22 Of the many important items onour agenda, war..
torn and unhappy Korea tran$~ends all others. I think
that is the 'one point on which the majority in this As
'5embIy will agree' with what was said in the remarkable
tirade we heard from. the leader of the Soviet Union
,delegation In this chamber on 18 October [383.,.d
m,,'ing]. ,
23. Men are fighting and dying while this Assembly
is in session. We have had a draft resolution from the
Polish delegation [AI22Z9]. We have heard thousands
'of words from Mr. Vlshinsky. But where do they take
\ts? Neither dealt with ,the vital issue which is pre..
venting 'a ceas~~fire:' the forcible .or .non-forcible re..
patriation of pnsoners of war. Korea IS not a problem
which the General Asseml"ly can deal with-andfor..
get---by the adoption of a resolution. Let us endeavour
to strip the verbiage and get down to the hard facts of
the Korean situation. The machinery to stop the fight..
ing in Korea has been in existence at Panmunjom for
fifteen long months. If the Communists sincerely wish
'~ace-as the world understands the word "pe~ce~'
tbe door is open.
24. It may be suggested by some that we should take
the armistice negotiations out of the hands of the pres..
ent United Nations negotiators and deal with them
here, or in some other way. Australia is not prepared
to do this. Australia has complete confidence in the
negotiators a.cting 011 behalf of the United Nations at
the cease-fire talks in Korea. We stand firmly by them.
The United States Secretary of State said in this
chamber on 17 October [380th meoting] .. only a few
days ago:

"Korea is a test, not only of our courage at the
initialmoment of decision, but even more of the firm..
nessof our will, the endurance of our courage, The
aggl"~ssor •.. now counts for victory upon those of
faint heart who would grow weary of the struggle."

25. Australia is as shocked as any nation by the need
less death and destruction in Korea. Our fighting men
~f the Navy, Army and Air---were amongst the first
in action against the aggressor in Korea. Australia has
the proud record of having been in both world wars
against ~¥.gression from start to finish.. and we shall
see this sItuation in Korea through to the end.
26 United Nations e:tlorts to achieve an armistice
ha~e been constan!t and our negotiators have gone to
the limit in an ettort to reach agreement. On paper
we have had an.armistice agreement since last April
and agree~e.nt. on ev~ry point at issue exc~p~ that, of
the repatrIation of prisoners of war. On thl~ lSSU~ we
stand firm. We are not prepared to compel pnsoners by:
force to return when th~y..have a reasonable fear of
danger to life or liberty. Wi1lanyone deny the decency
or the humanitarianism of tl1is stand? ,
27. Soviet Union armies in the past bttv.e gone much
further than the principle that I have just enunciated.
In an ultimatum to the Commander of the German
troops auStalingrad on 8 January 1943, the USSR
guaranteed, to all Who. surrendered, "return aft~r the
war to Germany or to any country where the pnsoner
of war desires to go". A similar offer was made .to
German troops later in the Budapest area, An offiCial
Soviet I Union publication, referring to this latter
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been '$l!m;U.bite<l tby fhe -sotto.'ws1 "anxieties at;ld .anguiSh
tli).t :aresuJfered t6tl~ by a11 fhe ~ples of the 'earth
aU~.•. wi'l.t prevail. and restrain or qUench the thirs* ,for
llomination and the!l in'Vincible pa~sion for power of the
ru1ers oftertain States? But I do not wish to conclude
tbesesincete remarks upon a note of philosophic pes..
Simism.
:1':. 'Ic,know that the students of Marxist philosophy
have di,$covered that its essence lies in the ideal f?t
doreatn of the complete disappearancc:of the State m
fW. ,earthly paradisc,thatthisgoal can be reached only
by ·passi,ng through an arduous stage in which all the
P9iWet's of the present State, which covers every aspect
ofhuman. lite.. ate strengthened, and that only after the
dest,t'u.ction of the so..called exploiting class in the coun
try concerned and in other countries will it be possible
·to attain to the ideal 01 a free mankind with the com
plete eUmina.tion' of .the S.tate, That conception leads
logiqally to universal war.. through universal revolution.
18. ,Today, however, contrary to the conclusions of
students of Marxist "p.hilosophy, the most highlyplaced
persons of tne USSR have affirmed at the Moscow
Congress the possibility of the coexistence of capitalism
and communism, and here, from this very rostrum,
the eminent representative of the Soviet Union has,
with his customary eloquence, referred to and endorsed
[383.,d meeting] this: idea of possible coexistence, sup"
potting it witliquotatiens from his masters, Stalin and
Lenin. Let us hope that these declarations will prevail
overtbe pessimistlc conclusions of the students of
Marxist phi~psophy to which I have just referred, In
all impartiaHty, let us bear in mind the favourable fac..
tors that exist: the realism-which I recognize and have '
always recognieed-e-demonstrated by the leaders of the
;9oviet Union on more than one occasion and their full
Qppreciati6n of all the factors in determining their
courseof action, The leaders of the Soviet Union today
realize that the West is able, alert and determined to
defend itself and that a war would not be a. triumphal
march, but the beginning of universal destruction.
19, There is another factor which we must also bear
In mind: the Russian peofle have behind them more
than a thou$~nd years 0 Christ~an tradition which
canno~ be ?obt,erated by any re~lme, however gre~t
its political influence: ana we cherish the hope tllat this
ideal of understanding, peace and brotherhood may
inspire bread sectiop~ of the Russian people, coinciding
With the realistic policy which their leaders must now
Pursue. In 'any case, we shall not dose our ears or our
hearts to any sincere initiative tor peace or any oppor-
fUnity tor agreement. (~;

20. Mr. CASEY (Australia): Before spea-king on
same ether 'm~tters, 1should like to add my tribute and
that·of my country to the devoted laoour that has gone
into the cQmpletionof this United Natlons Headqu~r ...
ters building. The Secretary..General, Mrl}TrYg\1e LIe,
has ]?raised the work of others [376th .m"ettng].But
·itis in no small measure due to his tena~ity and devo
tion that we Member nations now find ourselves estab
lished in these very well organized permanent Head..
quarters,
21 Secondly, I should like to congratulate the Presi
t1e~t of the General Assembly on his election. Australia
welcomes his election both as a person and as a Cana..
dian. Under his. impartial and competent gl.\id.ance, we
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to Article 2~ plU'agraph7, which ~robibits the discus•
awn of matters of domestic jurisdiction.
34. By stating broad humanitarian principles in the
Charter, I do not think that the nations at San Fran~,
clseo had in mind that the 01'ganb:ation would tberO'"
by be permitted to discuss or to Intervene in questions
of domestic economic or social legislation. The obJect..
Ive of lntematlonal welfare which. has its expression in
the Chatter is an objective of international co!!'operation
towards an ideal, and not an authorization for the Or...
ganlzation to attack individual States on matters which.
are the subject 'of its own legislation. ;r say this witbou~
regard to the merits of any particular situation.
35. I cannot't&phasize too strongly the view of my
Government as to the need to keel! the whole of the
Charter in perspective in this way. The suggestion that
the United Nations has the right to discuss anything
within the scope of the Charter notwithstanding Article
~, paragraph 7, even though it may not have th~ corn..
petence to make recommendations thereon, is m our
view not in the best interests of the United Nations as
a co-operative instrument in international aftairs.
36. In the opinion of many of us.. there have been
not only discussions. but positive recommendations,
particularly in the past two or three :rears) on matters
not contemplated by the Cha.rter.Tliis has been par..
ticularly apparent in the work of the Fourth Committee
of the Assemb!X. Frequently, the Committee has sought
to impose its will in contravention of the Charter. There
has been an underlying innuendo that countri~s r~spons..
lble for dependent peoples and Trust TerritorIes are
bent upon maintaining the status quo for some selfish
ends of their own. The fact is that the responsible
Powers have been loyally carrying out their dudes
under the Charter in accordance with principles ac..
cepted not only by those Powers but also by all Mem..
bers of the United. Nations by the act of signing the
Charter. Indeed, better conditions exist in certain colo
nies or dependent territories than exist in the countries
of some of the critics.
37. The world has become accustomed to attacks on
what is called colonialism. They spring from the con..
cern of aU Members for the rights of dependent peoples.
But there is much of which one can be proud in the
record of the so-called colonial Powers. In the past
decade, as Mr. Achesonvery rightly pointed out. 624
million people have attained full nationhood and inde«
pendence, Others are moving towards self"'government
in accordance withpririciples that have longexisted and
which have been restated in the Charter of the United
Nations. Syrla, Lebanon) Jordan) the Philir,pines, Ind.ia,
Pakistan, Burma, Ceylon, Israel, Korea, V~etnaml Laos,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Li.bya and Eritrea-all new na
tions-are surely proof of the good faith of the colonial
Powers. .
38. Communist propaganda holds that nations respons.
ible for the peoples who are not yet self-governing are
interested solely in their exploitation. This s~ecious
plea is designed to help identtfy communism WIth na..
tionalist aspirations. But for these people; communism
offers only the kiss of death, the mortgaging of free..
dom, before freedom itself is attained.
39. Fortunately, the leaders of nationalist movements
have been forewarned of thi~. T.hey have seentre
proud independence of countries hke Ozechoslovakla,

... J

.instance, descrlbed it as ~'expressing the highest act of
humanitarianism" •
28. And it must be remembered that we have not
adopted this principle out of any particular love or
regard for these communist prisoners. After all, they
fought ferociously against us. The simple fact is that
we ate striving to. uphold a principle as vital as freedom
itself. I have heard no convincing reason given by the
Communists for the rejection of the principle that I
have stated regarding prisoners of war, but I have read
a series of blunt and abusive refusals.
29. The women and children of Korea-e-both N01'th
and South-are ~~~ring as much as anyone for this fail..
ure to reach agreement. If it could be agr~ed that fight..
iog should stop, the United Nations stands ready to
furnish rehabilitation and reconstructlon services for
civilians 110t only in South Korea l .but also in North
Korea. They are all Koreans, But r have not heard of
any similar offer of rehabilitation and reconstruction
on the part of the Soviet Union or communist China.

30. It may be a~ked-r have no"dQubt it has been
asked and will be asked-UWllat are we fighting for?"
I think the best and shortest answer is that which Mr.
Churchill gave. in reply to a similar question dudng the
1939..1945 war; when he said: (CIf we stopped, rou
WOUld. find. out,' In Korea: we have repelled aggresaon,
and the very, fact that we intervened has been a warn"
illg to aggressors that they cannot ravage and outrage
other countries with impunity. Out: resistance to ag
gression in Korea may well deter aggression elsewhere.
maybe on an even more formidable scale.
S1. We are still hopeful of an armistice. I assure the
General Assembly that my delegation will examine the
question of Korea with the greatest of care in the First
Committee, while preserving the principle to which I
have referred,
32. I should like to make a brief reference to the
United Nations, not to its successes or fai1l11'eS~ but to
its composition..l feel strongly that some way shouldbe
found of breaking the deadlock which is preventing a
number of countries from joining the United Nations
for reasons not related to the Charter. A great majority
of Members have believed that a number which have
applied for admission since 1946 are fully qualified
under Article 4 of the Charter. On the othel' hand, the
Soviet Union has endeavoured to secure the admission
of some others which, again in the opinion of the ma..
jority, are not so qualified. The exclusion of so many
ccuntrles from this international ferum is a disability
reducingthe exchange of views and curtailing our ac..
tivities and, usefulness. B.y a.dmitting more Members,
we wish to give the Organization the widest possible
representation.
33. But we must remember the Charter on which it
rests. I remember the wise words of the President, 011
14 October [J77th meeting], when he said: "The
United Nations, we should not forget, is not a super..
government.'1 The Charter permits discussion of a wide
range of subjects. But at San Francisco, it was agreed
to impose limitations without which our deliberations
might be so wide as to prove endless and fruitless. To
my mind, the Charter must. be regarded and considered
as a whole. At San Francisco, the document would not
have. been acceptable to many of US had not its various
provlslonsbeen interrelated. In this connexion, I refer
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Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania and the Baltic
States become a tragic-but, we hope, only a temporary
-memory. While colonial Powers have, since()e war,
brought to nationhood an impressive number of coun
tries, many of them represented here today, the Soviet
Union has destroyed the independence of no less than
seven nations. There could be no greater fallacy than to
believe that communism is the path to greater freedom
or welfare.
40. My own country, Australia, was a collection of
colonies only fifty-odd years ago. Along witb many
other colonial countries) Great Britain protected us and
assisted us with men, money-and markets until progres
sively we achieved complete representative self-govern
ment in all aspects of, our domestic and international
affairs. ,
41. There are dangers in the premature granting of
self-government. A people must be ready to take effect.
ive measures of defence and must learn to direct their
economic affairs before self-government can be exer
cised. Leaders prepared for their responsibilities must
emerge. Otherwise, autonomy can lead to chaos and
poverty, the breeding ground of communism.
42. We are sometimes criticized by certain countries
f01:~ot providing social services in our Non-Self-Go
verning and Trust Territories on a scale far beyond
that which exists in the countries of some of our critics.
Our criticsmight be reminded of the biblical injunction:

l(Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what
judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged. , . And why
beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye,
but considerest not the beam that is in thine own
eye?"

I shall say no more than this, although there is a very
great deal more that could be said.
43, The simple fa~t is that, so far as Australia is con
cerned, we recognize fully the obligations that we have
accepted towards the indigenous peoples of Papua and
of the Territory of New Guinea. We propose to carry
out these obligations in the letter and in the. spirit, as
we have done in the past. If anyone imagines that we
are exercising these responsibilities for selfish gatn, let
me say that since Australia accepted the Trusteeship
Agreement for New Guinea, our dependent territories
have cost metropolitan Australia a net amount of £14,
900,000. Each year we have made grants to our terri
tories several times the value of the revenues of those
t ·t ..'errl 0 ..!~..$.

44, Those who have had experience of primitive
peoples in manr countries know very well that the too
rapid impact 0 what we are pleased to call civilization
can utterly corrupt and destroy them. There are many
essential things that can and should be done, but there
is much else that can be done only gradually and with
'understanding if the people are to survive.
45. We should recognize the problems and difficulties
facing the administrations of the many new nations that
have come into existence with complete autonomy 1 ~.th
in the last ten years. Many are evolving govemm.nts
best suited to their own conditions. Levels of industrial
development and standards of living vary immensely
from COt111try to country. 1£ some nations can be of
assistance in helping the newer nations to raise their
standards of living, they should do so with no strings

attached. If assistance is not wanted, that is the affair
?£ the co.untry concerned. No qne will atteo.lpt tp impose

< It on them, But modern techniques of production, both
industrial and agricultural, can do much cor them.
46. It is a common form 0 f communist propaganda
that technical assistance is another form of colonialism.
This, of course, is not the fact. It is action for the eom..
mon good. Economic development not only benefits the
people directly concerned, but also those of other na..
tions, Food and want are global problems, not merely
regional or national.

47. The USSR has never offered technical assistance
to the rest of the world except recently', for obviously
self..interested political purposes in limited areas, The
Soviet Union belongs to none of the economic and
humanitarian agencies of the United Nations. The
Soviet Union has made no contributions to the United
Nations International Children's Emergency Fund or
the International RefugeeOrganization. These are facts
that need to be said and said again. In the days when
they still had some measure of independence, the Gov
ernments of Czechoslovakia and Poland made such con..
tributions, but in the last three years not a penny has
come from Eastern Europe for these programmes. The
Soviet Union is a country of 200 million people, or
thereabouts; my own country, Australia, is a country
of eight and a half million people. Under 'United Na..
tions and other programmes of relief and assistance,
Australia has contributed or pledged no less than $180
million. The USSR has not contributed a penny. This
is a record of which we are proud, and it is a record
which stands in stark contrast to that of the Soviet
Union.
48. I now wish to say a word on the food problem.
The world is short of food, and the situation is worsen
ing. Food production has lagged behind population in..
crease, According to a United Nations survey, there is
5 per cent less food available per capita today than there
was in 1939. Next to maintaining peace, mankind's
most urgent task is to increase the world's food supply.
Twenty years ago, the Lea~ue of Nations reported that
half the world was suffermg from malnutrition. The
population of the world is currently increasing bv about
30 million people a year, and yet exportable food sur
pluses are declining. The remedy must be applied in
terms of individual countries and regions, and technical
assistance and other means of increasing agricultural
production should be given the highest priority,
49. The major food-exporting areas of the world are
North America, Argentina, Australia and New Zea
land. However, the food-expol'tin~ potentialities of these
areas, taken as a whole, have declined over the past fif
teen years. Adverse seasons in one or another of these
areas could create a desperate situation,
50. In Australia, we are making every effort to stimu
late and encourage increased food production. r need
not go into detail. We are hampered by a shortage of
capital-the best fertilizer in the world. With adequate
capital, we could in the long run make substantial in"
creases in food production. Great things could be done
in Australia if we could link the provision of additional
capital with immigration, Irrigation and food produc
tion. Similarly, faster development would be possible if
the present heavy burden of rearmament forced 011 us
by the threat of communist aggression were to be
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own defence. The United Nations Charter provIdes for
this and sanctions it. The reason why we have done
this is that we believe it is essential to make provision
against the aggressive tactics of the USSR. Del;)pite
that country's talk of disarmament, there are no fea..
tures connected with Soviet Union armed might which
hcve yet given us any particular cause for confidence.
Our confidence stems from our wowing strength. We
are under threat-and we are taking adequate measures
to protect ourselves.

56. I shall now speak on peace and disarmament. How
many words have we heard from the USSR about these
two iaeals of all humanity I For the reason why we
hear so much about this, I refer the General Assembly
to the History of Diplomacy, an official pub1ica~on of
the Government of the Soviet Union issued in lY45. It
gives, with disarming fraakness, the motive behind
these campaigns. The following quotation that I am
going to read-a short quotation--shows tbe callous
Soviet regard for the effectiveness of certain kinds of
dishonest propaganda:

"To the same groups of examples of the conceal..
ment of predatory ends behind noble principles also
belong the instan~e$ of the exploitation of the idea of
disarmament a~d pacifist propaganda in the broaCi
sense of the word for one's own purposes.,

"From time immemorial, the idea of disarmament
has been one of the most favoured forms of diplo
ma.tic dissimulation of the t,rue motives and plans 0,f,
those governments which have been seized by such
a sudden 'love of peace','

57. I do not think that one could have a more cynical
and frank statement of the Soviet Union attitude tow
ards the world or expression of propaganda in recent
years. On Saturday, Mr. Vyshinsky,in particular bit
terness towards the United States, made his protesta
tions about the, desirability and possibility of peaceful
coexistence in this world, I believe, a mockery,i

58. Contrast his charges with the claim published in
the Soviet New Times on 13 August 1952, which told
its foreign readers:

"The Soviet Union fosters in its citizens a spirit
of respect for, and peaceful co-operation with) other
nations. The Soviet way of life does not tolerate the
propaganda of animosity, let alone of hatred, towards
the peoples of othercountries,' .

I hope that no USSR representative will be kept from
sleeping by laughing at this unfortunate contradiction~
on the part of the Soviet Press.

59. Let me now say a word about the fantastic char..
ges about germ warfare in Korea. The charges have,
of course, been specifically denied time and time again.
Impartial investigation was proposed by the United
States when the charges were first made.and, as we all
know, it was refused.

60. For myself, I' consulted our leading Australian
authority on, virus and communicable diseases, Sir
Macfarlane Burnet, a man whose reputation and ex...
perience is not without repute in scientific circles
tbroughont, the world. Sir M~cfar1ane Burnet has al
10,wed me to quote him regarding allegations:th,at germ
warfare has been carried on in Korea. He said the
following:

;sa

lifted. But we are short of capital for the basic irriga
tion products and to meet the cost of additional land
set,tIel,nent on which gr,ea~~y increased ,Australian, pro..
duetion largely depends. However, ap,,"t from our do..
mestic Australian situation, Australi,a has, in common
with ',' other British countries-the United Kingdom,
Canada and New Zealand-e-concerned itself with the
foodstuffs situation in the countries on the Asian main..
land to our north. Through the Colombo plan, we and
others are doing all we can to help in a variety of direc
tions, particularly with respect to food projects. The
United States has taken splendidly helpful actio~;'The
International Bankfor Reconstruction and Devel&Jment
is supporting developmental projects designed largely
to increase food supply on the Asian mainland.

51. Mr. Vyshinsky seemed to find some grim satisfac..
don in the fact that there is a world shortage of food.
Yet the Soviet Union has done nottling to help. We, the
democracies, have made everyeffort to help. The simple
fact is that the Soviet Union, practically alone of all
the Powers which could help the food situation, par..
ticularly in southern and Southeast Asia, has done
nothing and shows no sign of wanting to do anything.
52. Does it not all add up to a rather simple answer?
We, the democratic countries, recognize the existence
'of the food problem, and we are assisting the govern
ments of the countries concerned with freely given aid
to the limit of our abilities. The USSR,! on the other
hand, apparently hopes to produce doubts and fears by
stressing these problems-but does nothing about them.
One can only assume that the Soviet Union is not
interested in solving these problems but is intereste~
only in fomenting discontent arising out of them. In
'other words, the Soviet Union has a vested interest in
discontent.
53. I should like to speak briefly about the Soviet hate
'campaign. We are all familiar with its charges of germ
warfare, imperialism, racial prejudice and all the rest.
Clearly it is the aim of the Soviet Union to attempt to
drive a wedge, between the United Kingdom and the
United States. If this is so, there are a great many .of
us who have an interest in this matter. British..American
co-operation is an anvil that has worn out many ham
mers. I have no doubt that it will stand up to a sickle
as well.
54. On Saturday morning, I listened attentively to
the leader of the Soviet Union delegation. His speech
contained nothing new. I think that that is generally
agreed. Most of it reiterated the false and blatant pro
paganda that the USSR had been trying to sell for a
great many years. By the use of quotations, largely
taken out of their context, he sought to show that all
the Unlted States wanted was war,that its whole sys
tem was geared to war, and that it was arranging a
series of aggressive actions to encircle the Soviet
Union. He even went so far as to suggest that the
ANZUS arrangements recently, contracted between the
United States, Australia and New Zealand, fitted into
this pattern of aggressive alliance. But if Mr. Vyshinsky
thinks-and I do not believe, that he does-that our
Pacific security arrangements are threatening the Soviet
Union ,and are designed for anything other than our
'Self-defence, he need have no fear.
55. tfhe democraciea certainly have, in recent years,
banded together in various parts of the world in their
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64. Mr. SlLES ZUAZO (Bolivia) (translatqd from
Spanish) : I plust begin by expressing the emotion and
anxiety I feel as I address this Assembly, which is
opening another session in full awareness of the fact
~hat it !s struggling for its. existence as the ~up'reme
international body vested WIth the task of bUIlding a
constructive peace for all peoples. Because "power
cannot be exercised with impunity", to quote the Boli
vian Minister, Franz Tamayo, it is disquieting to con
sider the tremendous power and correspondingly great
responsibility of the great Powers which, constrained
as they are to proceed in accordance with a rigid pat
tern in keeping with their domestic policies, have been
unable to lay the foundation for a stable peace which
would enable their peoples and the peoples everywhere
to live in the hope of a better world.

65. Our emotion becomes anxiety when, as the repre
sentatives of small nations, we realize that we can con
tribute very little, indeed almost nothing, to the elimina
tion of the conflicts among the great Powers. Yet, at
the same time; we understand that it is our dut;x to
co-operate constructively in the work of the United
Nations, which seeks to build good-neighbourly rela
tions at a time when profound changes are being made
in economic, political and social structures and when
no State, however small, can remain indifferent to the
problems confronting a world which is moving towards
unity. The United Nations is in itself the most satis
factory international institution history has known for
studying and plannig better economic and social condi
tions for the undeveloped countries. Its painstaking'and
methodical investigations, and its sustained interest in
the solution of the vital problems of the undeveloped
countries, represent a collective effort without prece
dent and the combined labour of outstanding abilities
placed at the service of mankind, If to this is added the
ever-growing conviction that the world will be a better
place to live in if it is prepared to achieve unity, so
that the economies of the different regions of the earth
may be complemental to each other, all respect being
given both to economic sovereignty and the principle of
self-determination of peoples, it will be realized that
the under-developed countries are the most vitally in
terested in the effective solution of the conflict among
the great Powers, and, thus, in the real strengthening of
the United Nations.

66. It is the study groups of the United Nations
which, in their search for the soundest bases for a last..
ing peace, have pointed out the fundamental need to
promote the development of the under-developed coun
tries. This view has gained such acceptance in the
United Nations that no discussion and no important
resolution fails to take into account the danger inherent
in the continued existence of economically exploited and
politically, dependent peoples. Now, in Bolivia, the op
portunity has arisen to give effect to the purposes and
recommendations of the United Nations regarding the
economic developmentof the under-developed countries,
without risk of conflict. That opportunity and that de
velopment will be followed with the greatest interest
by other countries in a similar position.

67. In the frank and intelligent statement he made a
few days ago [379th meeting], the retiring President of
the Economic and Social Council, who is the head of
the Chilean delegation, mentioned the alarming figures
for mortality, health and nutrition in the under-devel-

()

"The whole question of spreading disease by such
methods has been extensively and openly discussed
in literature on the subject. It is the general opinion

\of bacteriologists that any attempt to initiate epi
demics which would then spread widely amongst
enemy personnel is bound to be fruitless.

"No intelligent bacteriologist could ever believe
that the dropping of plague-infested fleas or typhus
infected lice could have more than a minor psycho
logical or nuisance value. The spread of any epidemic
is determined almost wholly by the condition of the
population concerned.

"In areas where plague or typhus are already
present, as in North Korea and Manchuria, the oc
currence of outbreaks will be determined by local
conditions such as the degree of overcrowding, the
presence of rats and the immunity of the population.

"The deliberate liberation, by any means, of the
responsible germs could have no more than a trivial
effect on the incidence of diseases. No significant
military effect could be expected. It is unthinkable
that any responsible officer would have ordered such
action."
,')

I have a longer and very much detailed statement from
Sir Macfarlane Burnet on this subject which I shall
make available at a more appropriate time, when this
matter is discussed-as I have no doubt it will be-in
'the relevant committee.

61. Obviously it is no use appealing to the Soviet
'Unlon to desist from the campaign in which it is en
gaged. The General Assembly has already passed resolu
tions against war-mongering, war propaganda, and false
.and distorted reports, al1 of which are ignored by the
country which initiated them. We can and shall answer
the allegations of the. So,:"iet Union Gove:rnment, and
in strong. terms, but It will not go unnoticed that we
do not engage, as regards the peoples of the USSR, and
the peoples of other countries in the hands of the USSR,
in the sort of vilification practised by that Government.

62. The peoples of the world have to tryto under
stand each other. The Charter enjoins us to do just
that. Its purposes, which have been callously ignored
by some, even Members of the United Nations, in
clude ' the following: "To develop friendly relations
among nations based on respect for the principle of
equal rights and self-determination of peoples ..." and
"To be a centre for harmonizing the actions of na
tions • • .". What a mockery has been made of those
purposes by some of our colleagues in this Organiza
tion! What a travesty they have also made of resolu
tions, largely instigated by themselves, dealing with
questions like war propaganda I If anything is going to
produce a war in this world, it is sowing the seeds of
hatred among peoples. .

63. There is an old tale among some of the peoples
who live on the foothills of the Himalayas. It goes
like this: "One day as I was walking on the mountain
side, I saw at a distance what I thought to be a beast.
As I came closer,' I saw that it was a man. As I came
closer still, I found it was my brother." It is a far
stretch from the Himalayan foothills to this modern
chamber. But the councils of the nations could well
heed the moral of that simple folk tale if we are to live
in peace and understanding in the world.
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lion human being». by an insignificanb minodty, W~'1
maintained £Qr hallf a century by the irrational exerci~q
of political power '\~nd was one of the main obstacles tQ
the normal development of Bolivia. Indeed, this anoma
lous situation could" .not have lasted as long as it did
had it not been encouraged and sup!iorted by interesta
outside the country. As a reaction to that state of af·
fairs, and in defence of freedom and progress in Boli
via, a movement of liberation, formed py the middle
and working classes and the peasants, Came into exis
tence in Bolivia fifteen years ago. It came to power
without the consent of the "tin barons", by the vote Qf,
the people, ratified by arms. It was not merely anothe;
political party, ready to wait its. turn to serve the feudal
super-State of the mining industry, or to seize the op
portunityof the traditional military coup to enrich its'
leaders with the crumbs from the tables of the owners
of the means of production; it was a movement of na.,
tional liberation which hadcome into being spontaneous"
ly and naturally as a result of the situation in Bolivia
and Latin America. The agents of the feudal regim~
imposed by the mining industryimmediately understood
that the organized arrival of the people on the Bolivian
political scene constituted a danger to their own exist...
ence and resorted to every possible means to thwart
their access to power. Those means included non-recog
nition. That is why, particularly during the last six
years, the rightsof that people werepitilessly destroyed.
Thousands of working-class" peasant and middle-class
families were held down under the yoke of poverty as
a result of labour black..lists. They suffered the violence
of a police State and were the victims of mass murders:
The most elementary human rights were denied and
violated; at the same time, the people were subjected
to a campaign of political slander. The will of the
people, as expreesed through elections despite chicanery
and coercion, was frustrated.

73. But the march of the colonial and semi-colonial
peoples towards progress and freedom cannot be halted.
because to halt it would mean the perpetuation of war
and poverty in the world. In Bolivia, the path of peace
£ul evolution was. closed and the people" wresting th~
weapons from the hands of its enemies, overthrew thq
feudal mining regime after a bloody and heroic strug~le.
The triumph was' marked by the ~reatest humanity;
after the battle, and while it was still giving Chdstian
burial to its thousands of dead, thestout-hearted and.
generous people' of my country forgave its erstwhile
opponents. Not a single person was shot; there were
no reprisals or destruction of property. In Bolivia a
revolution withouthatred is in progress,

74. Under the technical assistance programme laun
ched by the United Nations to promote the progress of
the under-developed countries, the agreement of 1 Oc
tober 1951 between the United Nations and Bolivia was
an experiment with 'far-reaching implications. Thanks
to this agreement, which went beyond the strict defini
tion of technical assistance, my country was given ad
ministrative assistance designed to re-establish order
in its public and fiscal administration. In view of the
chaos to which the public administration had been re
duced by the feudal mining system at that time, it was
logical that the United Nations should desire to oftet;
technical assistance in the. sphere of administration,
although it was certainly not realized that the disorder
had been created as a method of concealing the frauds

o.p.' ed c.ountries and their. trade. d.eficits..., and referred to.
the. rep.ort submitted to the President of the United
States' by the Materials Policy Commission. He 'cited
statistics on the reserves of tin, copper, manganese,
aluminium, oil and zinc, and the probable consumption
in the next twenty-five years, which show how lithe
world, and especial1y the industrial countries, will de
pend, to a growing extent upon the raw materials
emanating from the under-developed countries". These
ores and others, in addition to vegetable raw materials,
exist in abundance. in my country. Up to the present
time, only tin has been intensively exploited, and Bo..
llvia is the second largest producer of tin in the world.

68. The arrival of the conquistadores in the territory
now occupied by Bolivia disrupted the agrarian econ
onlY of the Incas and transformed it into a mining
economy, white the feudal system Was imposed in the
rural areas. That is how, durin~ ~he colonial period,
the legend of the wealth of PotOSI spread far and wide
in America. and Europe. But, paradoxically, that very
wealth contributed to the poverty of the producing na
tion. This apparent contradiction was due to the fact
that the silver shamelessly extracted at the cost of the
lives of millions of Indian serfs helped to finance im..
pedal Spain's plans for domination.
69. In the twentieth century, tin being essential to the
development of theindustriahzed countries, an economic
empire based on tin mining was built up in Bolivia.
After firmly establishing its political power in my coun
try, the rulers of this empire went abroad and assumed
foreign citizenship in order to strengthen their political
domination through diplomatic influence. The tin mag
nates 'found minor allies in the large landowners and
local politicians living on the labour of the Indian
peasants; thus a feudal mining system was established
and for half a century appointed puppets as presidents,
members of parliament, Judges and' diplomats, all of
them employed in the semi-colonial exploitation of the .
people of my country. Thus the bitter paradox of the
colonial period of a country tremendously rich in na
tural resources and at the same time incredibly poor,
continued to exist, although there was now the fiction
of political independence.
70. The following statistics from official United Na
tions documents clearly. illustrate the real situation in
Bolivia. The birth rate is 45 per thousand; the general
death rate is 35 per thousand; the death rate of infants
is as hi~h. as 500 per thousand. As regards nutrition,
the Bolivian's consumption of calories is 1,612 daily.
The annual per capita income is $73 (U.S.). As regards
literacy, 80 per cent ofthe population is illiterate. Aver..
age daily wages are about 50 cents (V.S.).
71. At the other extreme, it is interesting to note that
the personal fortune of the tin magnate, Simon I. Pa
tifio, was estimated a few years ago to amount to over
$500 million, and that in 1951 the Patifio family as a
whole paid a total of 53,217.08 bolivianos, or approxi
mately $250, in surtax (tax on presumed profits), An
other "tin baron", Mauricio Hochschild, paid no surtax
at all. Lastly, Mr. Carlos Victor Aramayo, owner of
the daily newspepare La Rason,which alone is worth
roughly $250,000, Raid 186,971 bolivianos, or about
$900 in surtax in 1951.
72. Such an abnormal and inhuman system of eco
nomic privilege, based on the exploitation.of three mil-
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··7~. In view of wha.t I have said, th~ Botivi~n people
wish.to enJoy. the assistance of the United Nations, The
United Nations and its specialized. agencies can do
much, not only for the direct benefit of my country
but also-s-and this .is the most important aspect-fof
the benefit of mankind, which is impatiently seeking
means of balancing popul~tion gro:wt~ with expansion
of the means of production to eliminate hunger and
poverty.

77. From its liberators, Bolivia received as a heritage
an exten~ive and !ich territory which is at the service
of mankind. I do not feel that I am exaggerating the
scope. of these problems, which are closely related to
technical assistance, when I say' that the problem of
my country's economic development is not a strictly
national question but a. matter which affects the corn..
~unity of nati~ns. The Bolivian problem ~eserves spe..
~1a1 understanding for .on~ r.e~son.10 particular, that it
IS the result. 'of a conflict l1:ut1ated by external factors.
Now that VIgorous domestic forces are seeking to re
organize its economic structure, Bolivia requires and
reques.ts throu~h this great assemb.lY of nation~ the
support which IS needed to solve its basic probleO-:s so
that the sacrifices of its people, who are striving ~ith
unp.aralleled vigour to overcome the obstacles created
by Its unfavourable geographical position and against
powerful international interests which seek to per
petua~e its semi-colonial status, may not once more
be vam,

78. Under the Constitution and mining laws of Bo..
livia, t~e State's right to expropriate concessions, which
have given rise to a power openly opposed to the na..
tional. itl;terests is ii'!'disputable. Under our law, the ex...
proprtation and withdrawal' of such concessions are
calle~ for, by two constitutional pripciples: the social
function of property and the public. interest, The prin
ciple 'of political independ.ence is fully recognized in
the constitutions of Member States. However side by
side with this legal and democratic prOVision,' without
which an international organization could not exist
there are economic .forces which believe simply that
might is right. The relations between small pro(.1ucers
and large buyers are becoming increasingly difficult.
Although there have been and still are producers' asso..
cia~ions, it is equally true that there are buyers' mono
polies. Faced by such forces, a country without reserves
can easily' be upset, Apart from these factors, countries
'Yhos~ econ~my depends on one or two basic commodi..
ties are subject to a policy of extortion, whose purpose
I fail to understand. Und~r. this policy, low prices are
fixed for certain ~ommod.t1es when. they are in short
supply and there IS a demand for th-em, and they are
thr?wn. ~n the free market whe~ the supply increases.
This policy has been followed m the case of certain
essential commodities and is an undisguised threat to
the ~e~urity of the .un?er~deyeloped countries. This
restrictive and extortionist policy destroys the recipro
city and solidarity which should mark the economic
relations of th,e small~ medium-sized and large coun..
tries. International disputes and national liberation
movements emerge, like inexorable historical corrective
phenomena, as a result o~ such unjust relations,

79. The Bolivian liberation movement has taken the
irrevocable decision, to nationalize the large mines in
~ccordance \yith the law as a first step towards bring"
ing the national economy under the control of the. ,/

(

75. I should like to comment on the basic criterion
which, in contrast to the analysis I have given, the com
petent organs of the United Nations applied in dealing
with the problem of technical assistance to Bolivia. The
report on which the agreements between Bolivia .and
the United Nations were based could not include aU
the information which circumstances required, because
the sources providing' the information were. interested
in maintaining and consolidating the condition's in which
the. mining industry and the Bolivian workers were
being exploited, As mining was not only the main but
also the only positive activity of the national economy,
radical remedies were necessary, and not mere ~alliative
measures which would in the long run only 10tensify
administrative disorder and governmental instability.
There were two main gaps in the report: the absence of
data on methods of establishing smelting-works for
tin and other minerals in Bolivia and, secondly, the
lack of any critical analysis of the conditions under
which the mining industry operated. It was impossible
to make an objective study of the Bolivian economy
without considering these two matters. Unfortunately,
they were not taken into account, and the result was a
gap which is now becoming apparent in the United
Nations plans for technical assistance to Bolivia. It
would be unfair, however, to blame the technical mis
sion for these gaps. It began its inquiries at a time when
the political situation of the country was such that
there was particular official interest in concealing the
truth and in misleading the experts, who had in the
end to follow the lines laid. down by the great mine
owners through a government that was completely
subservient to them. .

com~itt~d by the r.nining ind';1stry and the government
officials'10 its service. In Bolivia, this step was looked
~pon with some sugpiclon. It was pointed out that it
Involved a tacit renunciation of the principle of sover
eignty and. independence. Outward appearances were,
of course, maintained, and the administrative trustee
ship over Bolivia was veiled by regulations drawn up
to guide the advisers in their work. But the Bolivian
people understood instinctively that this intervention
although materially of advantage to the country was i~
conflict w~th its traditional principles. Today ';"y Gov
~rnn:ent, Interp~eting that collective feeling, is prepar
mg Its observations on the agreement and will propose
~mend~ents ~h~ch it considers to be in keeping with
Its national dignity, These reservations will not in any
w~y constitute a repudiation of the agreement reached
with regard to technical assistance, for today more
than ever, as it begins a new era in its history, Bolivia
hopes to secure all the advantages which .technology
can offer to a country whose potential wealth must not
be ~nderest.imated in plans for increased world pro
duction or 10 programmes for the settlement of large
numbers of migrants who could find homes in its rich
an.d extensive territory. Negative factors in the econo
mic and social structure of Bolivia have weakened its
stre!1~th a!1d retarded its deyelopment-its geographical
POSltlO~, I~S small population and its isolation from
the ~;(rld s .gr~at trade .routes. But the underlying
reasons for Its internal disorder are closely related to
the forms in 'Yhich its wealth has ~een exploited, which
~ave been typical ~f the semi..colonial nations, and these,
In ~urn, can survive only under the control of inter
national cartels.
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State. Mining profits will be used to raise the present
level of productivity, to carry out a land reform which
will enable the rural population. to participate fully in

. the. national life, to establish new industries which
will make it possible to take advantage of other mine
rals, other sources of power and other natural resources,
to improve living conditions and to make the benefits
of culture and civilization available to the whole popu
lation. When political independence is thus coupled with
economic sovereignty, there will be social peace and
progress in Bolivia; this will contribute directly to the
harmonious development of the other peoples of Amer
ica and of the world, and will help to achieve one of
the objectives of the United Nations with regard to
countries in a similar position to mine, The degree of
success of this vital process will be reflected in the
United Nations and in the under-developed countries
ill their common struggle for progress and freedom. I
therefore appeal to the understanding of the tin-pur
chasing countries ; I am certain of the solidarity of the
countries which have problems similar to OU1~S. My dele
gation reserves the right to speak again in this general
debate if an international situation arises which affects
my country during the period of nationalization of the
mines. And now, in conclusion, I must turn to a problem
of general concern.

80. The system of collective security is undoubtedly
the most remarkable historical experiment undertaken
by the human race in its endeavour to ~nsure world
peace. During the first half of the twentieth century,
men have striven to perfect this system, which is the
most effective means of warding off the scourge of
war and eliminating aggression. The real obstacles to
peaceful development are the disturbances affe~t~p:g the
relations among the great Powers whose destinies m
volve the fate of the entire world. The small and
medium-sized nations have placed their hope in moral
principles, the sine qua non of that spirit of peace
which is necessary to create a situation in which peace
among men is possible. My people earnestly desire
the establishment of a lasting and enduring peace under
the auspices of the United Nations and consider that
moral and spiritual factors offer the best guarantee for
the progress of man 'towards his goal.

81. 1\11'. CHARLONE (Uruguay) (translated front
Spanish) : As I take the floor here, towards the close
of the first stage in the general debate which the peo
ples of the Member States, through their delegations,
initiate each year in the General Assembly, I desire once
again to reaffirm the faith and hope of Uruguay in the
United Nations. Both within and without the United
Nations there are tensions and conflicts as strong as
those of previous years, and new problems of unde
niable gravity have arisen, such as the upsurge of na
tionalism and claims by the under-developed countries
for greater equality of rights, freedoms and economic
opportunities, Nevertheless, my delegation agrees with
the Secretary-General that the United Nations, today
more than ever, offers to all peoples the only road to
the conquest of peace and the protection of civilization.

82. It is precisely because' we belong to an unfor
tunate generation which twice in twenty-five years
has witnessed the outbreak of a major war, that we
see in the United Nations the only hope for peace and
co-operation. That is particularly true in the present

phase of world history, when the earth is growing
smaller through scientific progress and thege!lius of
man is discovering new sources of power which, ac...
cording to whether the great Powers which possess ~ts
secret succeed or fail in achieving harmony, may raise
the human race to the pinnacle of happiness or hurl
it into the tragic abyss of destruction and death.

83. When the actions of the United Nations are evalu
ated and judged, let it not be forgotten that the Or...,
ganization came into the world in the. most dramatic
circumstances, after an orgy of violence without
precedent in history, in which the freedoms of the
peoples had been trampled underfoot, their sources of
production destroyed, the wealth accumulated by crea
tive labour submitted to systematic pillage, and the
dignity of the human person insulted and mocked by
the worst forms of outrage and humiliation. For the
same reason, the United Nations must be allowed suffi...
cient time to attempt its great mission when it is called
upon to solve problems rooted deep in history, im...
possible of solution. in the past owing to the absence
of that spirit of tolerance, understanding, confidence
and faith in the advantages of co-operation upon which
the philosophy of the United Nations Charter is based.

84. The destiny of man! cannot be raised up out of
chaos and violence and brought to order and happiness
without a necessary period of transition-«the stage
through which we are now passing-when the work
of the United Nations must be judged rather by what
it succeeds in avoiding than by what it is able to achieve.
Creative action requires an atmosphere of tolerance, of
peaceful relations, and of co-operation. These, we firmly
believe, can be achieved by the efforts of the peoples
and their governments if, while we cultivate these noble
sentiments, the United Nations uproots, wherever they
may appear, all seeds of aggressive ideologies, lust f01"
power and the spirit of conquest, the tragic legacy of
that totalitarianism so recently defeated on the field of
battle. .
85. It seems obvious that many of the present tensions
and conflicts have arisen from the delay' in si~ning the
peace treaties and from the manner In which those
treaties which have been signed were drafted. It was
always a matter of dispute whether the United Nations
should begin its new chapter in world history before or
after the peace treaties had established the concrete
foundation of order in the relations among States. The
League of Nations, which came into being at the same
time as the peace treaties which put an en.q to the First
World War, began under apparently happier auspices;
but it failed to safeguard peace and collective security
because it lacked the decision and strength to punish
aggression and the manifestations of international de
linquency when they claimed their first victim. The
guiding principle at San Francisco was the idea that
the United Nations should come into being before peace
was finally negotiated, because there was a hope that
the great Powers would agree on foundations for that
peace in line with the purposes and principles of the
Charter, That hope has not as yet been borne out by
experience, but the Organization cannot be denied the
right to weigh and judge the conduct ofthe great
Powers in this matter, as we are about to do once
more in the concrete case of Austria, .

86, It is here, in the Assembly, that the battle is
waged to ensure that the principles of the Charter shall



gradually permeate the.organs which. express the corn
mon will of the United Nations, and also the conduct
of the great Powers, whose acts. and decisions are of
~:J.~ vital importance to peace. The annual debates of
i::;/) Assembly reveal a continuous and tenacious effort
,oinspire the life of the United Nations ever more
fully with the ideal of democracy and the spirit of law.
In this task we are supported by those spiritual re
serves of humanity, respect for law and international
morality. These are most precious reserves, which in the
last war upheld all over the world, even in the darkest
hours, humanity's faith in the final triumph of .the
democracies. The support of these moral forces here in
this Assembly has enabled the United Nations to over
come its structural defects, such as the veto, by invok
ing the concurrent jurisdiction' of the Assembly when
the Security Council, for the reasons and in the cir
cumstances known to all, failed in its essential task as
the guardian of peace.

87. In our opinion, which I should like to express
with some emphasis, the great achievement of the
United Nations has been to overcome its organic de
fects. Evidence of this is the resolution [377(V)1en-.
titled "Uniting for peace," of which Uruguay was a
eo-sponsor at the 1950 session of the Assembly and
which is in itself the most convincing 'proof that the
United Nations has succeeded in abolishing the privi
lege of immunity which, in practice, is conferred by
the veto. At this point it cannot be argued here, as it
was on 29 October 1946, in the second part of the Gen
eral Assembly's first session.s that the principle of the
veto is the' corner-stone of the United Nations and that
its removal would cause the whole structure to col
lapse. Today, on the contrary, there may be a hope
that in the near future the veto will, become a thing of
the past, with the spinning-wheel and the bronze
hatchet, and will be no more to the peoples than the
sign and symbol of a vanished world based on inequal
ity among States, the privileges of power and the denial
of the rule of law and morality.

88. The United Nations requires an atmosphere of
confidence, of understanding and of collaboration, and
it is in that spirit that we consider and judge the up
surge of nationalism in vast areas of the world whence
the cry goes up for more substantial rights, for wider
freedoms, for better economic opportunities-aspira
tions which are all implicit in the ideal of the self
determination of peoples expressly formulated in the
Charter. No one can fail to be aware that nationalism,
that mystical expression of the right to self-determina
tion of peoples in all fields in which they can develop
their personality under the aegis of liberty and progress,
is one of the great forces of history, deeply rooted in
the most powerful emotions of the human race-love of
family, home and country. Inspired by a spirit of solid..
arity, the peoples of the world have embodied these as
pirations in the United Nations Charter, with the noble
purpose of opening up to the peoples a way towards
all. forms and possibilities of freedom and progress
political, economic, social, cultural and humanitarian.

89. After the United Nations had been set up, we saw
. the birth of the State of Israel. India, Pakistan, Ceylon

and Burma have achieved full independence. Indonesia,
an independent member of the Netherlands-Indonesian

. I See Official Records of the General Assembly, Second
Part of First Session, l!lenary Meetings, 42nd meeting.
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Union, has become a Memberof the United Nationa"
with equal status and sovere.ign rig.hts, The as)oc.iafed.
States of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia have 'achieved
their independence within the French Union and have
applied for membership of the United Nations. If we
remember also the work of the United Nations in Libya
and Eritrea, we shall have to admit that the world
has seldom witnessed a peaceful revolution, on such an
enormous scale and of such profound significance, in
such a short time.

90. Unfortunately, heavy burdens have been laid on
the sincerely peace-loving peoples by the need to repel
aggression and organize their lawful and collective self
defence under regional arrangements-e-certainly a more
onerous method than the creation of a common interna
tional force, which has been rendered impossible by
certain intransigent attitudes. These burdens have di
verted valuable resources from the economic develop
ment of the under-developed countries. Undeniably this
is the long-range problem of the greatest importance
for the destiny of the world; and we wish to define
our attitude towards it and to explain in advance the
position which we shall take up, repeating from this,
platform the statements which we have frequently made
on the subject in the Economic and Social Council.
In order to arrive at the satisfactory and effective solu
tio.n~ .which we are seeking, it is necessary, in our
opmron, to make use of all the resources available and
of the new methods which have been evolved-although,
inevitably, they are inadequate in the' face of a problem
so vast and of such long standing-taking 'into account
the obvious inequalities which exist and which are the
result of differences in strength Of economic structures
and of the national per capita income which, in some

, countries, enables people to amass private fortunes
while, in others, it is not even enough to enable them
to meet their most elementary requirements. There are
countries which are in process of economic develop"
ment, where progress has been and still is possible
although the pace at which it proceeds is often far from
satisfying the 'wishes of the population. Side by side
with these countries are the economically under-de..
veloped countries, where the chances of improvement
are greatly hindered, if not wholly blocked, by meagre
resources and low standards of living.

91. In the first case, that of the countries which are
already in process of economic development-e-a category
which we feel includes Uruguay and other countries
with the same or similar characteristics-where the
level of the national income makes it possible to save
and to accumulate private fortunes, the requirements
of economic development can be met with the aid
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and De
velopment. If we take it that the Bank makes loans
only to governments, or to private undertakings which
can be guaranteed by governments-the latter require
ment being difficult to satisfy for obvious reasons of
internal policy with regard to the need to respect the
Independence and freedom of private enterprise-it
would appear that the action taken to promote economic
development could be greatly expanded if private capi
tal could .be mobilized and directed towards those m
vestments which really furthered such development,
thus helping to implement programmes sponsored by
private initiative in. each country, that is, by free' en
terprise. Ail institution operating in that way, main
taining close contact with and establishing standard

. ,
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of !th~ Se~urityOounci1, that is, subject' to thepfivilege

· :ofilnpunity eonstituted by the veto.
,'97. :Fin~11y,my' delegation would like to, C6rmnen~ 'on
· .the te~rKS made by Mt. Vyshinsky in his speech to
· .the Assembly on Saturday [383rd meetiltg] , when he
· .declared :that in the opinion 6f th~ Soviet Unien there
'~a~' :hothing to prevent the peaceful coexistence of
· '~apital'ism -and communism. That opinion coincides with
· th~ .general -feeling ekpressedmany times in other

quarters, The Charter was certainly not established to
impose systems 'Or ideas upon men or nations, It was
established .. to safeguard the right of peoples to the
respect of tlteir freedom "and the right of each individual
to-therespect of his person. But the world is too varied
and complex for the destiny of each of its peoples to
be bounded solely by the dilemma of ~pita:Iisna or com
munism. Nor can it be reduced to the dilemma of ';i'ee
enterpriseand a. socialized or State-controlled economy,
for private capital everywhere is subjected to greater
or lesser restrictions, which subordinate it to the gen,~

eral welfare in accordance with the dictates of ju£·tice,
and which sometimes even replace it by State..controlled
enterprise for the better organization of the necessary
public services. Indeed, it may happen, as in Uruguay,
that the process has been a long one, dating from the
opening of the century, and carried out with full re
spect for the law and the property of others. My coun
try has nationalized or placed under State control
sources of production and of wealth upon which a peo
ple's independence is based.
98. The differences which may arise between nations
and systems in the world today correspond to different
and opposing concepts of the individual before the law
and in his relations to. the State. As applied to peaceful
relations among peoples, these ideas are an expression.
certainly, of differing concepts of life,
99. Is man the chief end of the law, the State the
servant of man, and he the sole sovereign? In that case,
the human person is as much under international as
under national law. Or is man subject only to national
law, receiving his liberties from the State and remain
ing the servant of the collective systems which express
the will of the State? This is the first difference of
concept. Is man a product of history, subject to the
inexorable laws of determinism? Or is he the muter
and architect of his own destiny and, as such. able to
influence history, to build it, to live it, like the men
of good will who, in the United Nations, are endeavour
ing to show the peoples of the world the bright f~<1
blessed paths of peace, tolerance, friendship and broth
erly co-operation, thus correcting the effects of the blind
forces of history? There is no doubt that these two
concepts can coexist in peace. Bt,t it must be agreed
t~t such coexistence requires of all nations a sincere
respect for the purposes and objectives of the Charter,
which, by reflecting the ideal, represent what is eternal.
and the necessary spirit of tolerance in workiing to
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operating procedures in .ag,reernent with the Bank,
~~uI,d, in ~uro.pinion, ~:naple us to ove.rco-me ,th~ p~e15"
ent lacK o~ cfirdidebce which is discouraging thiS kind
'0£ 'investittent•.

1 92. As regards the second cate¥ory-the under-de..
'velo~d coq~tries whose people bve' in economic' and
::social penury-the best service we can render their un
,fortunate iQhabitants is to refrain from rem~nding them
~ of .th~ mi$'forhu~es they su~e~ and t.0 offer .them the
.means of removmg orallevla.tmg their suffering. Here
:'the, ineast.;tresaiteady mentloned l¥ust J;lecessarily .be
'.:supplemente~ by 'other types of ~S~lstance, s~ch as ~n..
. terest-free loans and, even Subsidies. My delegation
wishes, to state that 'it will welcome most warmly the
provision of new funds _for, this purpose. .'
;93. 'This-year the General Assembly has on its agenda,
"as at its last session, two items typical of that ab.1108-
phere of distrust and hypersensitivity which so often

.Ieads to' distortion and misinterpretation of efforts to
,achieve understanding and -co-operation, These items
reIELt~ to the war in Korea and the future of that coun
try, and to policy regarding armaments. With regard

"to the first of these matters, the deadlock which has
existed since the' aggression was repelled, has not yet
been broken. When the Minister for Foreign Affairs of
the USSR, in his recent speech [383rd meeting], re
proached the Secretary of State of the United States
because, after speaking of an honourable peace, the
Secretary of State had then referred to a just peace,
our only reaction was that justice and honour are two
inseparable elements in any plan for terminating hos..
tilities and restoring peace.
94. We here state in all frankness that the proposals
presented to the General Assembly by therepresenta
tive of Poland [A/2229] do not, in our opinion, meet
that requirement. Moreover, they add nothin~ new or
constructive to the debate. In regard, in particular, to
the repatriation of prisoners to their countries of origin,
it is neither just nor honourable that, as the price for
breaking the present deadlock, the United Nations
should renounce its own principles and agree to deny
to more than 30,000 human beings their right to choose

. freely the place where they are to rebuild their happi
ness in the peace of their homes.

95. The delegation of Mexico has proposed a solu
tion of this problem which safeguards the freedom of
the individual. My delegation warmly supports this pro
posal, without relinquishing our opinion that an equallY.'
honourable and just solution would be for the United
Nations, through its competent bodies to which the
Charter entrusts the protection of human rights, to
assume responsibility for those prisoners who refuse
to return to their countries of origin. It would be neither
logical nor reasonable that the United Nations, because
of its status as a belligerent, should be prevented from
fulfilling the tasks entrusted to it by the Charter and
'assuming the care of these prisoners. The military ac
tion undertaken by the United Nations is sui generis.
It is a police action by a collective body whose essential
purpose is to prevent breaches of the peace and acts
of aggression. Consequently the rules regarding pris
oners which have been made for belligerent States are
hardly applicable to it. Moreover, although all are Mem
bers of the collective body which is taking ~iction, a
distinction can admittedly be drawn between those
States which have taken up arms and those which have
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.....1..ia u.... ·~he,ee ends- through the -coustitutional bodies st~itct his spirit and choose in freedom the way. of life he
~~ ~n.' - deems best suited to his. ideas, his ideals and his experl-
created to serve and further them."·, ence. -If this pea~eful c.~e:x.ist~.nc~ ofpeqples separat~d

. 100.. For 0xam.ple, the success or failu'reof our work by fundamental Ideoloj5ica~ dl'fferenc,es .IS to' result In
,for the freedom and dignity of man will depend upon ~sting peace.a~d secarity, It becomes dally more.essen-

'the 'USe or abuse ,of tbe privilege of national ~vcreigilty. . tial that a sPlr.l~ of .m.utu.a~ cC?nfide.nc.~ should banish for
The liberation of man as a member of a nattohls a sad ever from the hfe of the United Nations the concept of
illusion when as an individual he lives, subject to the 'absolute and inviolable sovereignt~, at least in the cru..
omuiwtence of '4-he State. What is to become of this cial field of control of effective disarpament and ~he
gr~t ideal.called human rights, whi~h "we'h~nouf .at!d use of ~tomic energy for peaceful purpose~. Nothmg

.venerate ill all the organs of the United Nations, sf In practical or effective.ean be done to that end 1£ the great
tb~~nd we make of it the firstof"the statele~s re~gees, Powers, which are recreadng in our time the legend. of .
c10IDlng the doors of home ~d country against It pre- Prometbeus by ~heit possession.of the sacred ~r~ which

.···ciselyon grounds of attachment tonll,tional sovereignty? ,can b~ing p!ogress or de~thl mvok~ th~ principle of
101. Altholugh the' Chart~r refers often to dOX1:1estic sovereignty In order to resrst International control.

. jurisdiction, we should t't'Jl1ernber that Article. 2, para.. 103. The voice of grieving humanity, whose destiny is
graph '1, makes that resel'Vatlon only in regard to mat- still shackled by the bonds: of insecurity, f~r, misery

, ters whiclt are essentially witbin tl~e domestic jttrisdiC"t and destitutk!n-wretched lega,«;y of the hideous war
non of a State. In our o.·:;~nion tht\fe 'Can be ne> doubt which. we have just experienced-makes known in
that all matters which-are part af tQe substance of an these halls its hope that the ,reat Powers will under..
international cQvenant such as th~ United Naqpns stand their grave responsibilities and recognize their ob-
Charter have by that very fact ceased to be:~s5eiii:iany Iigatlons, Today, more. than ever, this rostrum of the
matters within the"domestic jurisdi~tion:l)f States. United Nations General Assembly seems to be the ap-
102. Freedom of information is p~ of the precious propriate place from which to recall the words of the
heritage of the great human freedoms, Let us all be distinguished sociologist:. ((The choice is not between
agre.ed that,if systems founded upon different concepts Utopia and the world of our fathers, but between Uto- '
of human lifeare to coexist in harmony, freedom of in- . pia and hen!'

o formation is the best school in which a man may in- The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m.
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